WRITNG TASK 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic:

An increasing number of us travel abroad for tourism these days. What can be done to ensure that we do not ruin the destination we love to visit?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience.

You should write at least 250 words.

It seems undisputable that nowadays more and more people love to travel from one city to another cities or even across a country and continent. Usually during the holiday seasons, some of favorite recreation areas and interesting place are so crowded. The price for transportation and accommodation will indeed be more expensive compared with regular days. However, with an increasing number of people who travel abroad for vacation, it will bring out some issues for the place which we want to visit. There are several ways we have to do to ensure that we will not ruin the destination we want to visit.

First of all, do research and learn more about some ground rules applied in destination country. The objective is to make sure we do not break any rules during the visit. After we arrived in destination country, we have to respect everything inside the area, including the law, cultures and also the people. Uni Emirates Arab for example, they have very strict laws about how to dress and behave properly in public. Arab forbid their citizen and tourist to wear “open” clothes, hugging and even kissing in public.

Another example is Bali, during the Silent Day, no one can go outside their house because it is praying time. If someone or even a tourist are seen walking on the road, the cop will caught them until the Silent Day is over. For such tradition, we as a tourist must respect their culture by following their rules. As we are in their territory, we also have to keep the cleanness of some buildings and facilities provided such as temples, museum and beach.